
• Eliminate redundant contracts by next 
Board of  Directors’ meeting

• 100% workforce adoption of  related-skills 
training by next performance cycle

• 10% improvement in overall 
engagement survey

Why Change?
Current State

1-3 Months

3-6 Months

6-12 Months

Milestones

Success Factors

Vision

Challenges

Next Steps
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XYZ has a history of adapting to 
the volatile, uncertain, complex, 
and ambiguous environment of  our 
industry.  Unfortunately, those 
adaptations have been ad hoc, 
siloed, and reactive. 

XYZ is undertaking a 12-month 
initiative to scale how we adapt 
to changes in our industry. 

XYZ has an entrepreneurial culture which fosters quickly adapting to changes in technology, 
customer needs, and the political and economic climate. By pushing decision-making down to the 
lowest level, rewarding conscientious risk-taking, and empowering every employee to “make the 
call,” we outperform our competitors by being able to rapidly respond to our customers and their 
changing environment. 

The downside is that we miss opportunities to scale. Across all our departments, we have five 
separate travel portals, four expense filing systems, three customer databases, and two purchasing 
platforms. Our contractors’ statements of  work conflict and are duplicative. The most up-voted 
comment in our open climate survey was, “I feel like I’m solving the same problem again and again. 
It’s like I’m living through Groundhog Day.”

To spread awareness and scale 
the best solutions across the company 
while maintaining our culture of  agility and 

responsiveness

Minimize 
duplication

Communities 
of  practice

Knowledge
management Cost 

savings

Cross-company 
collaboration

• Leadership calls and town halls
• Scalability of  ePMO processes and templates
• New collaborative enterprise software 
• New director of communications
• Close of  performance cycle means 

goals can reflect desired behaviors
• Computer-based training partner has 

several related-skills webinars
• Climate survey: workforce 

wants consistency

Consistent 
internal 

processes

Enablers

• Leverage ePMO to coordinate the change e�ort
• Engage Collaborative Consulting to perform a cultural assessment

• Hold an appreciative inquiry summit to identify best practices
• Include collaborative services training module in enterprise software roll out

• Assign director of  communications as senior champion
• Include related-skills webinars in individual development plans

• Sponsor idea jams and hack-a-thons to share ideas across the organization
• Research industry success stories of  shifting to a knowledge management culture

• Roll out culture shift action plan from recommendations
• Hold a 3-month check in following the AI summit

• Measure usage of  collaboration tools in enterprise software
• Begin communications road show

• Check adoption and enrollment of  related-skills webinars
• Measure e�ectiveness of  idea jams and hack-a-thons

• Implement industry best practices of  knowledge management

• Assess cultural impact
• Hold 6 month AI check in

•  Adjust enterprise software plan
• Continue in-person collaboration events

• Continue to engage stakeholders through 
vision mapping 

• Harvest feedback into change management 
plan coordinated by ePMO

• CEO town hall explaining need for change
• Record and publish video of  CEO comments
• Present vision map at upcoming Board of 

Directors meeting
• Begin contracts audit for duplicative SOWs
• Begin services audit for duplicative systems

• Cultural resistance in pockets
• Board of Directors position on 

change is unknown
• Adoption of  enterprise 

software is uncertain
• Engagement in in-person 

collaboration events in the past 
has been mixed


